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The Key Stage 5 Football team celebrating their 3-1 victory during the football finals 

Dear Parents / Carers,

As we edge closer to the summer, we have more and more going on in the
school, and I'd like to begin this week by celebrating a trophy win! Our Key
Stage 5 Boys' Football team won the Coventry Schools Football Finals against
Blue Coat CofE School, winning 3-1, with a stunning overhead kick from Josh
A opening the scoring - the first of his three goals. The whole team was
superb and the standard was excellent to watch. I speak as a Blackburn
Rovers fan, but I've seen Coventry City play and our team wasn't far off the
Sky Blues' standard! Hopefully this success will continue further down the
school in other upcoming finals. 

A further nod of congratulations to the huge numbers of Year 10 students
who have now completed their first set of mock examinations. They have
been excellent throughout and we look forward to their results in the coming
weeks. 

Next week brings another week of celebration with the Year 11 Prom,
leavers' Masses and the Sixth Form leavers' BBQ. In addition, we look
forward to hosting the students from Saint John Fisher Catholic Primary
School as they celebrate the Arts with their end of year production. We also
have students who have demonstrated commitment to our Community
Language enrichment offerings over the last year, being rewarded for their
fantastic work by a visit to Cadbury's World - organised by our MFL team. 

We are always keen to improve our rewards offer so if you or your child have
any ideas then please get in touch or ask your child to speak to a member of
the Student Leadership Board. We are planning some international trips for
the next two academic years so watch this space as there will be plenty of
opportunities coming up to be part of some wonderful experiences. 

God bless,

Mr Everett
Principal



This week  is the Feast of Saint Peter and Saint Paul.  

Saint Peter and Paul are two of the most important Saints in the
Church. They were incredibly influential in establishing the early
Church and their importance is still true today.  Peter was the first
Pope and St Paul one of the greatest missionaries - he wrote most
of the new testament! 

We asked students from Ss Peter and Paul Primary School to tell us
about their remarkable story in this week's video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1eiOqMc7cA
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CHAPLAINCY

Saint of the Week

On Wednesday 29 June we celebrated their feast with a whole
school mass joined together virtually. A huge thank you to Mrs
Taylor and our Year 7 cohort who took part in the celebration and
delivered beautiful readings and reflections throughout.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1eiOqMc7cA
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CURRICULUM SPOTLIGHT

Year�9�students�have�been�introduced�to�text-based�programming�using�a�language

called� Python.� The� lessons� form� a� journey� that� starts� with� simple� programs

involving� input� and� output,� and� gradually� moves� on� through� arithmetic

operations,� randomness,� selection,� and� iteration.� Emphasis� is� placed� on

tackling� common� misconceptions� and� elucidating� the� mechanics� of� program

execution.�A�range�of�pedagogical�tools�is�employed�throughout�the�unit,�with

the�most�prominent�being�pair�programming,�live�coding,�and�worked�examples.

Computing

Data�Science Example�of�python�from

Bernessa�A(Year�9)�This� year� we� have� introduced� learners� to

Data� Science� which� empowers� by� knowing� how

to�use�data�to�investigate�problems�and�make

changes� to� the� world� around� them.� Learners

will� be� exposed� to� both� global� and� local

data� sets� and� gain� an� understanding� of� how

visualising� data� can� help� with� the� process

of�identifying�patterns�and�trends.

Advances� in� technology� have� made� it� more

feasible�to�collect,�store,�and�analyse�data

on� a� much� larger� scale.� Students� in� Year� 9

computing� have� been� using� analytical� tools

to� consider� how� a� company� such� as� Netflix

collects�data.

They� also� used� Google� Teachable� Machine

which� is� a� web-based� tool� that� makes

creating�machine�learning�models�fast,�easy,

and� accessible� to� everyone� to� train� the

computer� to� recognise� their� movements� which

was�great�fun�for�them.



On the 18 and 19 June, Scarlett, Hannah, Favour and Navpreet from
Year 9, undertook their final expedition for the Duke of Edinburgh’s
Award. On both Saturday and Sunday they started at Cardinal
Wiseman School and walked a 9 mile loop of between the school
heading into the countryside. 

Saturday was quite a wet day with drizzle on and off throughout the
day, luckily tents were put up at school during a dry spell between
showers and Mr Everett made it onto site just in time for the heaviest
downpour of the day. Sunday started with all girls getting up and sorted
quickly and they were off site by 8.45am. Scarlett and Favour suffered
the most with sore feet and blisters, but all walked well and navigated
consistently over both days. All girls should be proud of completing the
hardest section for the award and I look forward to signing off all
sections for them shortly. Hopefully they will all continue to do the Silver
award next academic year.

Ms Jefferson
                                                                         

Bronze Final Expedition 2022
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DUKE OF EDINBURGH
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ENRICHMENT

On Thursday 30 June 2022 the students of the Key Stage 5
Football Team took on Bluecoat C of E School during the Football
cup final - hosted at Cardinal Wiseman.

Storming to victory with a 3-1 win, the boys battled through the
rain to clinch the cup, much to the delight of the large number of
spectators made up of family, friends, peers and staff who all
braved the weather to cheer on the team.

Congratulations once again to the team and thank you to
everyone who came out to support them! We are very proud
of each and every single player!

KS5 Football Cup Final 
Victory for CWCS!
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ENRICHMENT

Learn more HERE 

https://www.coventry.gov.uk/homepage/1749/coventry-holiday-activities-and-food-programme-listings
https://www.coventry.gov.uk/homepage/1749/coventry-holiday-activities-and-food-programme-listings
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SUMMER SHOWCASE



MEET THE REST OF THE TEAM

"I am Karene and I am currently in Year

11, moving into sixth form. 

My favourite food is chicken and I like

playing basketball. 

I am a ‘Student Voice Leader’ and my

goal for this school is simply to speak up

for those students who cannot speak up

for themselves and make the school a

better place for everyone - staff and

students alike."

STUDENT LEADERSHIP BOARD
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STUDENT LEADERSHIP BOARD

Madison S

Student Principal

Ciaran F

Chaplaincy Lead

Kimberly R

Student Wellbeing

Ajoa B

Social Voice

Aisha K

Social Responsibility

Amber G

Enrichment Lead

Kahlen B

Vice Principal

Olivia U

Social Responsibility
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WELLBEING
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SAFEGUARDING
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SAFEGUARDING

Coventry School
Nursing Team
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SAFEGUARDING


